
'Clivia Society Virtual miniata Show'. 

1st September 2020 until Saturday 3rd October 17h00 – cut off 

time. 

 

Dear Clivia Enthusiasts, 

On behalf of the Clivia Society, we wish you well with your miniata blooming season. 

The Covid pandemic continues to limit our movements and restrict our chances of having 

physical shows. Most clubs have decided not to have a physical show. Some clubs are having 

'Virtual Shows'. Some selling of plants is being organised by individuals at various venues. 

As a compromise the Society is offering you the opportunity of having a 'Society Virtual 

miniata Show'. 

All members of the Clivia Society are welcome to enter images into the 'Society Virtual 

miniata Show'. Entries that have been submitted elsewhere are welcome to be submitted 

with the required symbol and class number. 

The class numbers are the standard numbers of the 'Society entry classes'. The numbers 

are not 'directly' consecutive. 

 

The duration of the show will be from the 1st of September until the 3rd of October. The 

five-week show will accommodate different blooming times in South Africa and hopefully in 

Australia and New Zealand and elsewhere, to be included in the 'Virtual Show'. 

To ensure that the image is not a photo previously taken, a symbol will be required to be 

included with the class entry number on an identification tag in your photograph. The tag 

should be neat and small. The class and the symbol must be legible. A square piece of paper 

or something similar, of a suitable size is needed. The label may be attached with Prestik to 

a metal stake and be included in the photograph. 

The absence of an identification class and the 'secret' symbol will disqualify your entry from 

the 'Virtual miniata Show'.  

The number of entries per class is limited to two. NO CHARGES FOR ENTRIES. This 

restriction implies that before you submit your photos for a specific class, make sure that 

the best two photos are selected before submission. Early submission will still limit you to a 

total of two entries per class. No photo may be cancelled or withdrawn once it has been 

entered into the 'Virtual Show'. 

We expect most of the images to be submitted towards the end of September when the 

entrant is sure of their choice.  



Image requirements: The 'Virtual Show' is a photographic show, entries are judged by the 

images submitted. The colours of the entries may also be a challenge - the judges will decide 

on that from the images presented to them.  

The aim for the entrant, is to present the best side of the umbel to the camera. Use good 

lighting conditions and a uniform background. The leaves are not assessed. The pot is not 

seen. A different set of points for judging the photograph has been worked out and used 

successfully with the 'JCC Virtual Interspecific Show'. 

Obviously a multitepal (100 percent multitepals required) entry may have the side of the 

umbel, with multitepals present, displayed to the camera.  The honesty of the entrant is 

accepted! 

On the 4th of October all the entered images will be submitted to various judges for a final 

decision. The allocation of judges for the various classes will be decided by the Judging 

Committee. Once the results are available, they will be circulated on Facebook and on the 

Clivia Society web page. 

The time taken for the decision by the judges will depend on the numbers entered and the 

physical limitations enforced by the lockdown. Please be patient for the results. 

Once the photographic images have been submitted, the images will be loaded on to the 

Gallery of the Society website page – once a day! There are 20 entry classes, so there will be 

20 galleries to look through. No name will appear on any of the entries on the website. 

 

The entries will be submitted to a central email and WhatsApp number. As you should 

know, a number that is not on the list of numbers of the WhatsApp receiver, will not display 

your name to the recipient of your photo. Your name must be included with your photos 

submitted on WhatsApp. No entry number or code for a participant is necessary and each 

entry will be allocated a random number which will grant anonymity for the entry. 

 

The 'secret symbol' required with your class number will be circulated on 31st of August. 

The symbol will also be available on the web site under the gallery: Society Virtual miniata 

Show.  

Whatsapp number is 082-559-6672 email address is karel.stanz@up.ac.za 

Karel has agreed to administer the entries in his private capacity and not on behalf of the 

Northern Clivia Club. I would like to thank Karel in advance for his help with the 

administration. 

An alternate contact number is 082-650-1463 for information. 

 

Hoping that everyone takes this opportunity to enter a photo into one or more classes in the 

'Virtual Show'! 



The Clivia Society. 

 


